The method we use to evaluate this conditional integral is to first define a sample path-valued conditional Yeh-Wiener integral of the type E(F(x)\x(s, •) = <//(•)) and show that it satisfies a Wiener integral equation. We next obtain a series solution for E(F(x)\x(s,
Introduction
For Q = [0, 5] x [0, T] let C((2) denote Yeh-Wiener space, i.e., the space of all real-valued continuous functions x(5, t) on Q such that x(0, t) = x(i, 0) = 0 for every (5, t) in Q. Yeh [8] defined a Gaussian measure my on CÍQ) (later modified in [9] ) such that as a stochastic process {x(5, t), ( EiFix)\xiS,-) = y/i-)).
Since x(5, •) -is/S)xiS, •) and x(5, •) are stochastically independent processes, we have as usual,
Let y(>) be a tied-down Brownian motion, namely, MO, 0 < t < T} = {w £ Cw : wiT) = {}.
Then, as is well known, y(-) can be expressed in terms of the standard Wiener process,
Next we establish the following important theorem that will play a key role in this paper.
Proof, (i) Using (2.2), we may write \Hkis,ipi-))\<y-^<y-j^-fork = 0, 1,2,... , hence J2T=o\^kis > Wim))\ < exp{MS} , and so the series Y^L^Hkis, wi')) converges uniformly on [0, 5] . Thus, it is immediate that ¿7(5, y¿(-)) given by (4.6) is a bounded continuous solution of (4.5). To show that it is the only bounded continuous solution of (4.5), assume that Gx and G2 are each such solutions of (4.5). Then H = G2 -Gx is a bounded continuous solution of (4.7) His, ipi-)) = f Ew |e (a, y<x (l -£)«,(•) + ^(-)) xH (a, Ja(l-j)wi.) + ^(-)) } da = L{His,y/i-))}.
t) -is/S)xiS, t) + is/VS)wit). Then E[yis, t)] =
Note that equation (4.7) implies that 
